Training Update

UKeiG has been awarded the CILIP Seal of Recognition as a training provider for another three years. following the assessment of sample CPD activity. The Seal is awarded in recognition of the range of Continuing Professional Development activities provided that are relevant to the library and information community.

The Annual Seminar is an opportunity for the Information Community to come together to listen and discuss how the semantic Web can help the profession create smarter content to push their organisations through these difficult economic times. All the speakers are key practitioners in utilising the semantic Web and exploiting all that it offers. Come and join in the debate with those in the know:


The Intranet Roadmap workshops now has a second date listed. These are a new development for UKeiG, providing real hand-on and focussed workshops for colleagues who manage intranets.

Intranet Roadmap Workshop 2 : Using your intranet to support collaboration and knowledge exchange Wednesday, 11 May, 2011 – 09:30 – 16:30 Maple House, 150 Corporation Street, Birmingham.

Difficult economic times calls for practical courses that will allow information professionals to get ahead of the game. Why not look in more detail at attending one (or all) of the courses outlined?

Effectively influencing your Stakeholders : powerful techniques for marketing AND change management – Course Presenters Elisabeth Goodman and Shaida Dorabjee Wednesday, 18 May, 2011 – 09:30-16:30 CILIP, 7 Ridgmount Street, London, WC1E 7AE

Getting to grips with developing and managing e-book collections: an introduction Course Presenters Chris Armstrong and Ray Lonsdale Wednesday, 25 May, 2011 – 09:30-16:30 Foresight Centre, University of Liverpool, 1 Brownlow Street, Liverpool

Training 2011

Training courses to the end of 2011 are being planned with courses to date listed below
Getting better at everything you do: optimizing the way you work : Elisabeth Goodman Tuesday, 28 June, 2011 – 09:30-16:30 Aston Business School Conference Centre, Aston Triangle, Birmingham B4 7ET

Trimming the fat: How do your users filter information and what can you do about it? Drew Whitworth Wednesday 7th September 2011, Manchester.